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Lower School Prize winner
Overall Winner

Rose Holmshaw 9P1 - Then and Now
An old couple sitting on a bench.
Like Summer and Winter,
not so close,
yet not so far away.
Their life path is spread out around,
a large chunk behind.

This competition was inaugurated in memory of
Catherine Lord; our former Head of English at
cer two years ago.
As a reflection on how highly valued she was as
teacher, colleague and friend, the English departthe school, decided to inaugurate the competition
whose best entries grace these pages. Poetry was

just reminding them that there is so much
done,
and only one thing to come.
Upper School Prize-winner
Overall Winner

Declan McCarthy P16MLA
Splintered

petition has been a befitting tribute to her as students from across all seven year groups submitted
entries between October and December 2013.

I walk through a forest with no trees,
A childhood haven become a nightmare.

Our desire is that the competition runs in perpe-

Gravel under foot I wander on,
Down a broken path to a new familiar place.

and that it should be a spur to the creative talents
of all our students regardless of their age and level
within the school. As with the inaugural competition, the entries were mostly by girls, although the
percentage of boys was higher this time hopefully a trend that will continue. You may also noonce again. Last time all of the winning entries
of the Year competition; our overall winner, Nicola Purslow, was then anthologised as one of the
top one hundred young poets of the year from
across the nation a great accolade. It is our intention to enter all of these 2013 poems in this
and style we see in the work can be reflected once
more in even higher recognition from published
writers at the forefront of the genre.

The river flows on ceaselessly,
Undulating ribbons reflect,
A past splinter pierces my heart,
A memory resurfaced
And flowing out,
A lost confidence of life,
An infant memory of security,
Remembering a time long lost.
And upstream a felled tree lies,
In its unmarked mass grave,
And in its final breath it gasped:
Not all of me shall die.
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-

Congratulations to the nine students who completed our 6 week
healthy lifestyles course before
Christmas which included topics
such as, confidence and self esteem, making changes and setting
goals, portion sizes and food and
mood? Great fun was had by all especially making smoothies and
playing games.
Some of the students enjoyed it so
much they have continued to attend
the Shine Academy on a Saturday
to help maintain their healthy lifestyle changes. Others are now
mentoring our new students currently doing their course here at
school. All students received a certificate & medal for attending.
These sessions run each term for 6
weeks so if you would like your
child to attend please speak to Mrs
Asquith.
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